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Highlighted: Wheat, Canola, Soybeans & Corn
Wheat has been drifting sideways to lower for the last month. The USDA Crop Production released
middle of May really did not have much effect on prices. I’m watching the floor for the July KC wheat
futures to stay around $4.46. A first initial ceiling is around $4.46 and second around $4.98 (see chart
below). For operations that don’t have much hedge protection on, I am waiting for around the $4.80
level. The strategies I have been working on focus on different spreads to help reduce the cost. A cost
effective way to have protection at these low prices, while still giving farms the flexibility if cash prices
go higher.

Kansas City Wheat July futures contract:
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Canola has broken through the $495 approx resistance. I reduced or removed the canola hedges on for
operations once this happened to keep our mechanical approach. Remember, the advantage of options
are you can sell them at any time to get back at least some of your premium, unlike typical price
insurance contracts. Now that prices are staying up above $520, I’m reviewing strategies to add
protection higher up. The current cost for an at-the-money November canola put with the $520 strike is
$21 approx. minus the premium cost that is giving operations a $500/ton level floor.

November Canola futures contract:
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Since the beginning of April, soybeans have rallied 18% on the new crop November contract. The near
month July is up 40 cents today helping it reach 24% higher in the past two months. Similar to canola,
given these higher bean prices a lot of farms I work with have been asking about protection strategies.
With today’s large move, we could see a whole new range being started. $10.70 and $10.30 are two
floor levels I am watching to hold.

November Soybean futures contract:
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Lastly, corn has broken its downtrend in May. The move above $4 confirmed a break above resistance
and has been trending higher since. Below is a chart of Sept corn and as seen the last time we saw
prices this high were back in the fall of 2015. For those operations who have already sold their corn
lower down, it may be appropriate to buy call options to capture some of the upside. Operations that
don’t have much sold can look at buying puts to protect their downside and have all the further upside.

Corn Sept futures contract:

PI Financial Corp. is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. The risk of loss in trading commodity interests can be
substantial. You should therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition.
In considering whether to trade or the authorize someone else to trade for you, you should be aware of the following. If you
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purchase a commodity option you may sustain a total loss of the premium and of all transaction costs. If you purchase or sell a
commodity futures contract or sell a commodity options you may sustain a total loss of the initial margin funds or security
deposit and any additional fund that you deposit with your broker to establish or maintain your position. You may be called
upon by your broker to deposit a substantial amount of additional margin funds, on short notice, in order to maintain your
position. If you do not provide the requested funds within the prescribe time, your position may be liquidated at a loss, and
you will be liable for any resulting deficit in your account. Under certain market conditions, you may find it difficult to
impossible to liquidate a position. This is intended for distribution in those jurisdictions where PI Financial Corp. is registered as an
advisor or a dealer in securities and/or futures and options. Any distribution or dissemination of this in any other jurisdiction is strictly
prohibited. Past performance is necessarily indicative of future results.

